
Submission #21 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 20 September 2019 11:37 PM 

To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au> 

Subject: Submission to Amendment C183 

Dear Moreland, 

Firstly I would also like to make comment on the consultation process 
for the parking strategy. 

The consultation on this strategy has been anti-diversity. So many 
people in the north do not have the computer/printer access or ability 
or language skills (let along the time) to download and digest a 76 pg 
document that contains much "planner speak" and requires some 
planning knowledge to deduct that Council is planning to 

1. Introduce paid parking permits to all dwellings surrounding the
Glenroy Major Activity Centre

2. Allow developers to not provide parking for new developments
within the boundaries of the Glenroy Major activity Centre

3. implement 2 hr parking restrictions in Residential areas surrounding
the activity centre

Why could this not be spelled out in the letter I received, in plain 
English and if council was serious about seeking feedback, why not 
include a reply paid survey. 

Furthermore the suggested policy in the parking strategy has not 
come to Moreland's own Transport Advisory Committee for 
comment. 

As for the strategy itself I feel that it is not the best lever to achieve 
modal change in Moreland. And more disappointingly, it is another 
Moreland Strategy treating the whole municipality with a one size fits 
all approach. 

There simply has not been the strategic work undertaken in Glenroy 
to justify some of the changes suggested in the parking strategy. 
(There has however been further strategic work undertaken for both 
the Coburg and Brunswick MACS and the density and number of 
neighbourhood centres servicing the south of the municipality means 
that few residents who need to access Brunswick or Coburg MAC's 
have no option other than private vehicle open to them) 

The Strategy does not take into account the poor level of access to 
safe active travel routes or frequent public transport to live happily 
without a car in the North. I lived happily without a car in London for 



many months and I know lots of people who do so in Brunswick and
are socially connected and not disadvantaged, however that is not the
case for those in Glenroy without access to a private vehicle. Life in
Glenroy without a car can be isolating and often results in one missing
out on full participation in society. Up here the choice to not own a
car is not usually a lifestyle choice, but an economic or an ability
related one.

Until access to public transport improves and walking and riding
locally is made safer and more accessible, those who don’t have
access to a car in Glenroy will continue to face disadvantage. (It is
worth noting that car share has not yet reached Glenroy, so that is not
an option)

Having said that, I agree there should be opportunities to purchase a
new unit in the Activity Centre without having to pay for a car park if
you choose to not own a car, however I believe this is already catered
for the activity centre zone parking provisions.

Allowing all developers to choose not to provide any parking for new
developments within the Glenroy Activity Centre will profit the
developers. Perhaps the suggested Neighbourhood activity centre
rates (20% reduction) might be more appropriate for Glenroy. (I have
questions on how a 20% reduction would be achieved in say a 3
dwelling development..perhaps this policy is also not well thought out
for the northern neighbourhood centres) but if there was a 5 dwelling
development in Glenroy Activity Centre, it may be appropriate to
allow one of these to not provide parking, for someone who chooses
to buy it with no expectation of on street parking in the future.

More concerning, the strategy will necessitate the introduction of
paid parking permits for all who live in Glenroy MAC and surrounds.
Has any consideration been given to the economic impact of that on
disadvantaged households?

Moreover has anyone given thought to what these parking restrictions
will do the social connectedness of many in the north. For example my
elderly neighbour and my parents (one of whom has a disability) both
rely on many visits a day from both paid carers and council workers
and friends/ family who all require easy access to park to undertake
their duties or visit/assist. Given the high rate of elderly and people
with a disability living in Northern Moreland will they have to have
multiple visitor permits to allow friends, family and workers to visit.
How is this going to be made workable? And not instead act as a
barrier to social connectedness?

If you look at the employment statistics in Glenroy too, you will find a
much higher rate of service workers (nurses etc) tradies and shift
workers for whom public transport and cycling is often not a viable
option as they start shifts when transport is not available (or safe
enough) or have to carry tools etc to work. The availability
of parking is imperative to their livelihood.

Furthermore, there are also more large households in the north, I
know of several who have tried living with one car but dispersed
places of employment mean that, as much as they would like to be,
they are unable to remain a one-car household. Others with young
adults starting work and apprenticeships etc often need more vehicles
again.

Until public transport is as accessible as it is in the south of the
municipality it is not appropriate to consider the



same parking restrictions in Glenroy as in Brunswick and Coburg
MAC’s. See pg 11 that clearly illustrated this (albeit by one measure
only).

The strategy as it stands is anti-diversity and looks at only catering for
more able-bodied people who are employed in the CBD rather than
the diversity of experience we have in the north. I personally want a
Moreland that welcomes everyone, not just those that commute into
town to sit behind a desk from 9-5.

Until public transport is improved dramatically and more walking and
cycling infrastructure is implemented in Glenroy, as well as
further strategic analysis undertaken, including economic and social
impacts, it is premature to make the changes suggested for Glenroy in
the Parking Strategy.

However if it is to go ahead I suggest a blanket 4 hr parking restriction
with permit exemption in all currently unrestricted areas of Glenroy
surrounding the MAC (which is most of it) with a free visitor pass for
every household to ensure that social connectivity and the ability for
people to visit each other is not detrimentally impacted upon.

I would also accept a 20% reduction as per the Neighbourhood activity
centre rates and suggest that the above 4 hr suggestion applies to
currently unrestricted areas around Neighbourhood activity Centres
as well.

Believe it or not, I do practice and support sustainable transport and
am disappointed not to see other actions considered in
the parking strategy, like banning parking in bike lanes to make cycling
safer and more appealing. There is also more that could be done
around schools to make walking and riding more appealing.
The strategy also fails to mention increased rates of
bike parking anywhere but more specifically within new developments
where there should be a requirement for at least one bike space per
bedroom.

Council should also improve how they protect and enhance strip
shopping centres to ensure people continue to have walkable access
to fresh food. There is a whole section of Pascoe Vale that no longer
has walkable access to fresh food because Council allowed Coles to
move further east into an industrial zone. Traffic and parking at this
new Coles is shocking and pedestrian access is very poor.



From: 
Sent: Friday, 20 September 2019 4:50 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: RE: Submission to Amendment C183

Hi Moreland City Council team,

As a resident and property owner of  Brunswick (designated on a street in 
Moreland zoned as 'Areas near Activity Centres' on your map) we just wanted to make a small 
submission regarding the proposed change of unrestricted car park spaces.

The way we have read amendment C183, it seems as if Council's plan is to transition these 
unreserved car park spaces to 2 Hour limit spaces from 8am to 11pm, Monday-Friday? (a copy of 
the website text is below).

Currently unrestricted parking close to Moreland’s Activity Centres and neighbourhood centres 
will be changed to 2 Hour Parking between 8am and 11pm from Monday to Friday.

We would like the Council to consider reducing the evening period of these restrictions from 
11pm to say 9pm, to allow guests visiting for dinner or staying overnight at residences the 
opportunity to park without requiring a permit.

We feel that a reduction from 8am-11pm to 8am-9pm will still provide the necessary changes for 
a growing municipality, but will provide local residents with enough flexibility to entertain in the 
evenings without having to worry about guest parking.

Thanks for your consideration.

Submission #22



Submission #23 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 23 September 2019 9:52 AM 

To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au> 

Subject: SUBMISSION & OBJECTION TO PROPOSED AMENDMENT C183 

Importance: High 

strategicplanning@moreland vie gov au 

SUBMISSION & OBJECTION TO PROPOSED 

AMENDMENT C183 

1. Amendment C183, is an abomination of the Standard Protections and

requirements in the State Government Planning Scheme. It seeks to turn the State

Government Planning Scheme on its head and shifts the cost for the provision of car

parking from the "Developer" to the public and individual and Resident & Ratepayer

& Property Owner and makes it an ONGOING cost ($100? per year for each car & for

every year) & additional expense for the Residents & Ratepayers. AND will clog up

the streets with new apartment dwellers cars. Is this the evidence of the out of

control and inadequate car parking Council Planning Permits has & will continue to

hand out to developers?

2. Amendment C183, seeks to permanently deprive me of my existing rights,

amenities and benefits and give them to Developers and others at no cost.

3. Amendment C183, is a first come first parked & does NOT guarantee anyone the

right to park in front of their own home. The demand will become that high you may

have to park streets away.

4. Amendment C183, gives "Developers" unspecified and significant financial

benefits at the expense of the Residents & Ratepayers and for no benefit to the

Residents & Ratepayers.



5. Amendment C183, takes away our Residents & Ratepayers past & existing rights
to on street carparking and imposes on us yearly Fees for Parking Permits

6. Amendment C183, imposes an ongoing cost & expense on the Residents &
Ratepayers that was never there before.

7. Amendment C183, wrongly proceeds on the assumption that demand is driven
by council policy and not the marketplace.

8. Amendment C183, will create a black market in Resident Parking Permits that
will circumvent the restrictions and cause me and others major loss of amenity and
financial.

9. Amendment C183, will set in concrete Council’s historic failure to
demand/provide adequate carparking within the confines of each Development and
will make it a Public, Resident & Ratepayers problem.

10. Amendment C183, fails to learn or acknowledge the history and resultant
damage and costs where similar changes have been introduced and clearly show
carparking demand has NOT diminished rather it has been facilitated at very high
costs to the user and where car spaces now command their own property titles and
market place. Eg. City of Melbourne started this in mid 1980’s. Demonstrates a total
ignorance of history in such matters.

11. Amendment C183, smacks of political corruption of Developers being paid back
for candidates support at elections. As they say in the crime stories “Follow the

money”. Some say, “What other possible motive can there be for Amendment
C183?”

Sincerely,

Coburg Resident & Ratepayer  

Australian Citizen, Master Planner & Architect

· Recipient Victoria Government State Minister's Awards for Design Excellence
County Court Civil Jury Courts & Merit Award Magistrates Court Feasibility

· Designer of the Gates of Chinatown Melbourne

· ONLY Architect in Australia to challenge ARBV & have CPD rescinded, saving
Victoria $36M PA & every Architect some $4,000 PA at 2015 base & in excess of
720,000 hours PA.

· Told by travel study companion Chief Magistrate John “Darcy” Dugan “Francesco if
you were ever to come before me I would throw the book at you”



· Expelled from Primary school on first day & has seen the inside of most prisons in
Victoria

· Dined with the Governor of Pentridge Prison as his guest while  BLF Federal
Secretary Norm Gallagher was downstairs

· ONLY Architect in Australia to have VCAT costs awarded against other parties
Barrister

· Victoria Government Project Manager & Senior Architect Public Works Department
Justice Group

· President elected internationally renowned HALFTIME Architecture Discourse
Club Melbourne

· Principal Architect & Forensic & High Security Building Consultant 1990-

· Victoria Government Senior Architect County Court of Victoria Civil Jury Courts
#30 to #38

· Victoria Government  Senior Architect & Project Manager to Supreme Court Chief
Justice, County Court Chief Judge & Magistrates Court Chief Magistrate

· Victoria Government Author, Architect & Master planner for: Inter-generational
Master Plan for the Future Provision of Law Courts in Victoria. A world first
(Implemented)

· Victoria Government Architect of “the Perfect Prison & at one third the capital &
operating costs of Barwon". Claimed by Bill Kidston Director General Corrections to
Attorney General Victoria 1985.

· Victoria Government  Project Manager & Senior Architect for all Jurisdictions Court
Buildings Historic & others throughout Victoria 1985-1989

· Consultant Architect for Public Housing for Ministry of Housing Victoria

· Lecturer in Building Contract Law, & Programming & Scheduling for Critical Path

· In charge of $500 million State Works & Services program when City of Coburg
budget was $20 million

· Extensive on site experience in Building & Construction & Heavy Engineering
projects.



Submission #24 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 23 September 2019 8:46 PM 

To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au> 

Subject: Submission to Amendment C183 

With regard to: 

Submission to Amendment C183 

As a long term resident I support the Submission to Amendment C183 and wish to bring focus 

upon the parking in Cullity Walk. 

If you are not aware Cullity Walk is a no thru right of way to the rear of the properties on the 

west side of Stockade Ave. My property is Coburg Lake. 

This right of way has become a dumping ground of excess vehicles for the residents of the newly 

completed apartments behind us. It is also frequently block by visitors to Coburg Lake on 

weekends. 

With the shopping precinct under development there will be more people attempting to avoid 

paid parking and restricted areas leaving Cullity Walk exposed to becoming a more congested 

area. 

To ensure residents (especially those of us at the "dead end") can still access our properties and 

to enable safe access for emergency vehicles, Cullity Walk must be a residents only parking area 

24 hours a day 7 days per week. 

Another area of concern is the corner out side 6 & 8 Stockade Ave. While I note that traffic 

counters are placed on Stockade Ave from time to time. These do not take into account the 

speed of the increased traffic. Vehicles cut across the road at this bend so that they can maintain 

there excess speed. I would encourage the placement of a speed bump at this point. 

If you were to check parking complaints you will also see a vast number of complaints about 

vehicles parked at the small curb between 6 & 8 Stockade Ave. This curb should be extended out 

to prevent parking and would also stop the excess speed vehicles from speeding and cutting the 

corner. 

As part of these changes there must be an increased presence of parking inspectors. Not just 

when they drive past on the way to work but through out the day and also the late evening. 

There is no better way of educating people on the parking rules than issuing fines frequently. 

Regards 





Regards,

 
 
P.S. what you have done to John St is absolutely ridiculous, especially as we've now lost a
lane on Nicholson St due to the new design. Terrible.



From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 25 September 2019 10:54 PM 

To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au> 

Subject: Submission to Amendment C183 

Hi Moreland City Council, 

This is fantastic. As a Brunswick resident of one of these recently built apartments with half of 

the car spaces empty or hardly utilised (tens of thousands of dollars of space and resources built 

into the cost), this amendment is exactly what we need. 

Go further with it. Parking overlay 1 should only require parking spaces if the buyer chooses to 

PAY for a parking spot, thereby seeing the ridiculous inbuilt cost- with flow on effects to our 

most vulnerable by increasing rents and reducing available space. 

Parking overlay 2 should have the minimum park requirements reduced by 80% or more. 

Parking in general should be based of usage surveys of current apartments and empirical data as 

it is currently based off policies from assumptions in the 1950s. 

Significant on-street bicycle parking for guests should also be mandotry for the developer to pay 

for. All of the bicycle lock up areas are full in my apartment block, but half of the carparks are 

used for storing boxes and old desk chairs. 

Warm regards, 

Submission #26





From: 
Sent: Monday, 30 September 2019 3:03 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Submission to Amendment C183

Dear Moreland City Council,

I am writing to formally offer my submission to Amendment C183 Moreland Planning
Scheme, in particular, the change that residents of newer developments will not be entitled
to resident permits. As I understand the need to prepare for the population growth of
vehicles in the area, I would like to voice the impact that this will have on myself, as well
as other residents of newer developments in the area.

My partner and I moved into  in July of this year. Upon inspecting
properties, it was on the top of our criteria list to find a house or apartment that would have
space for our two vehicles. This is important for the way in which we live and financially
support ourselves. My partner is a plumber and is required to drive a work van to support
his occupation. Without this vehicle, his job would not be possible. In addition to this, I
require my own vehicle to transport myself to and from work as public transport not only
takes 140% longer, but also it does not have the space for me to carry the equipment
required to perform my job. We chose  as we would be entitled to one
car space in the underground car park, as well as having on-street parking available.

By not proving permits to residents of newer developments, the lives of others and myself
are negatively impacted. We are very fond of Brunswick East, however, if we were aware
of Amendment C183, we would not have been prepared to sign a contract to live in this
area. I am incredibly disappointed about the future of our street.

Thank you for your time and listening ear.

Yours sincerely,

Submission #28



From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 October 2019 9:56 AM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Amendment C183 to the Moreland Planning Scheme

Dear Sir/Madam,
As the owner of a property in , Brunswick, I am writing to make a submission
concerning Amendment C183.

I would like to stress that I am opposed to the idea of reducing the amount of parking available
for cars at the Local and Neighbourhood Centres in the Moreland municipality.

The reasons for this are:
1. Removing car parking will adversely affect the traders and businesses who will suffer from

loss of sales due to the increased difficulty for their customers who will be discouraged
from visiting these businesses if they can’t get a car park. Businesses are already facing
threats to their survival due to high rents and the impact of online shopping reducing their
sales.  If this Amendment goes through, I believe there will be a big increase in vacancy
rates in the shops on the high streets and an associated rise in unemployment as staff lose
their jobs.

2. People will still want to use their cars. So when they go shopping, they will park in the
streets nearest to the Centre they want to visit. This will transfer the cars to all the
surrounding streets and make it harder for the residents to park outside their own homes.
It will lead to more traffic in the residential streets adding pollution, noise and less safety
for pedestrians.

3. Reducing the car parking available will not make more people use public transport or
bicycles. Often, a family will need to go shopping and they need a car to carry both the
children and the groceries or other items they buy. It’s not practical for a family to forego
the use of their vehicle.

Thanks for considering my submission.
Kind regards,

Submission #29



-----Original Message-----
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 3 October 2019 6:50 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Submission to Amendment C183

There is absolutely no reason to slap a restriction on Lobb St. There’s nothing close enough to attract visitors to 
our street. Right now there is enough space (just) so that everyone can park in the unrestricted zone. Any 
restrictions on Lobb street only serve to raise revenue for the council. I 100% do not agree with this proposal. If 
anything, you can clear the 1 hour restriction on the other side of our street. It’s unnecessary and serves no 
purpose.
Furthermore, there are 3 adults in this house with cars in use on a daily basis. Are we even able to get 3 
permits!?
This is a ridiculous proposal and you can go ahead and throw it in the bin.

Sincerely yours,

Sent from my iPhone

Submission #30
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